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INTRODUCTION TO THE CHINESE LANGUAGE 

I. SCRIPT AND 1RANSLITERATION 

1 . Characters 

In this primer we use only the modem simplified characters. since these have now been 

officially adopted not only in the People's Republic of China but also in Singapore. 

The characters of the Chinese script were originally painted with a brush. Each of the 

following parts of a character is considered to be one brush stroke: 

, / L \ L J 

Here are some examples of characters. with their respective numbers of brush strokes: 

"t 
1 2 2 3 3 4 5 8 11 

In the Index all characters occurring in the primer are ordered according to the total number 

of strokes (with the numbers of the word lists in which they appear displayed on their right). By 

scrutinizing some of these. the reader will soon be able to detennine the number of strokes in any 

character. perhaps with an initial error of one stroke more or less. 

This method of arranging the characters is practicable here merely because of the limited 

number of characters in our lists. Ordinarily. to 'look up' a character in a Chinese-English 

dictionary. when the corresponding spoken sound is unknown. one determines fIrst its radicaL or 

fundamental part. Characters with the same radical are then listed according to the number of 

additional strokes needed to build up the entire character. There are just over 200 recognized 

radicals. 

In a number of cases the radical is the left-hand component of the character. For example. 

the characters 

It it rift ~~ 'tt II ~ ,,-
IT ~ 

have the radicals: 

, -( ~ 1- 1/'" 
, t 1 L 

1- L .-

(10) (21) (33) (40) (41) (47) (55) (62) (77) 
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In such cases the radical is apparent Unfortunately there are many cases in which the radical is 

not at all and the method based on radicals can then be much more time-consuming than 

simply counting the total number of strokes, 

In the examples given above we have written below each radical its number in The Pinyin 

Dictionary (Commercial Press, Hongkong, 1985). In the index of this we 

have enclosed in ,,,''',('VI',to at the left of each character, the number of its radical in the same 

dic~donary, Moreover, characters with the sante number of strokes are ordered according to the 

numbers of their radicals. This will assist the reader to locate in the dictionary other characters 

besides those which actually appear here. It should be mentioned that the numbering of radicals is 

not 

dictionary. 

standardized, and so the numbers shown here may differ from those in another 

Each character represents a monosyllable of the spoken language. However, each 

may have one of four tones. A method of transcribing the spoken sounds into roman 

script has been officially the People's Republic of China. This method, known as 

pinyin (phonetic spelling), is used throughout our primer. Its phonetic values are those of standard 

(Mandarin) Chinese. 

In pinyin the four tones are denoted by 

v 

(1st tone) (2nd tone) (3rd tone) (4th tone) 

The tone marks do in fact correspond respectively to a high level tone, a rising tone, a falling-rising 

tone and a falling tone. The tone mark is always placed over a vowel. It is placed over the middle 

vowel if there are three, while if there are two vowels it is placed over the fIrst, except when the 

first vowel is i or u: 

., / 
Xl a, xue, 

Those who do not aspire to speak Chinese may read these simply as 

ben-3, biao-3, bao-I, xia-4, xue-2. 
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The pinyin transcriptions of the characters illustrated above are 

yT qT 

lftn 

...t 
shhg ye 

., 
Jl bian 

., 
Xl an shang 

m~i xfug gub huh h~g xih 

A few grammatical particles and suffixes are atonal, and their pinyin transcriptions have no 

tone mark: 

7 !it 111 
Ie zhe de de me men 

The exact phonetic values of the pinyin transcriptions will not be considered here. In fact 

the differences between the phonetic values of xl and shl, or qT and chI, orbo and po, are not 

as marked as they appear to English speakers. Consequently those who do not aspire to speak 

Chinese may prefer to read the pinyin forms simply as though they were English words, with x 
and q pronounced as the letters themselves. 

There are over 6000 different characters in Chinese, but only about 400 different 

monosyllables. Thus, even taking account of tones, it is inevitable that different characters, with 

different meanings, will often correspond to the same spoken sound (homophones) and have the 

same pinyin transcription. An example is the two xih's shown above. Some other examples are 

b'U 
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On the other hand, there are some cases in which the same character corresponds to more than one 

spoken sound: 

/ .( 
hang, xmg 

kE 
hI"· h / aI, uan .- .( J1, q1 d/ dV. e, e1 

The characters in our primer are always accompanied by their pinyin transcriptions. 

Besides providing immediate access to the resources of a dictionary, this is also an important aid in 

committing the characters to memory. 

3. Words 

Some single characters in Chinese represent a word, or unit of meaning: 

"* ..... J, ~ :ff ~ gJt !oJ 
d'a 

.v 
sh'l v 

hf hU6 
., 

X1ao you x1ang 

big small be have and or towards 

A ~ d ~ ...s. 1i Jft I'''''' ill 
/ 

shft dian 
., 

li'ang zhl biiln ren X1an 

person number point line quantity value side 

More commonly, words are represented by combinations of two or more characters. Characters 

may be combined for a number of different reasons. One basic reason is to express more complex 

notions: 

"*?#- ~?#- 1EJEf1 101:1 ;£101 =:UJW 
d'axuf shft xuf 

/ .( 
xi'ang li'ang d" ., - .. v .( 

tong sh1 mg Xlang sanJ1aoxmg 
[big study] [number study] [same time] [direction quantity] [fix towards] [three angle shape] 

university mathematics simultaneous vector orientation triangle 



Some other impommt exa.:nples for the mathematician are: 

21 ,1, i! ~~ ),E, ' ji 
dlng yYnlY dtng !Untn 
[fix me~fllIlgl [1~lld tII!ihJ [Ilx !ruth] [deduce 6t~t~Jn"'ntl 

deflnitbn le.nnna theorem 

Characters are sometimes repeated for emphasis: 

or"" J"" 

ren ren " " chtt chu 

everything 

Combinations of OPpO)sit:eS are also quite common: 

duO' 

[much lillIe] [contrI!CY correct] 

, 
you 

[left rig-'ll] 

'~~ 

[us", §let] 

so that 

often 

[big small] 

magnitude how rnuch? in 2my case or thereabouts 

0$ 
.'" x 
zh"( 

[onlywfint] 

80 as. 

[lal1ce shield] 

contradiction 

i\i1other important reason for characters is to avoid arnbl.guity i.n spe::;ch. '(Ie 

can distinguish one simple character from another 1Iv11h the same sound, but a different 

combining it with an addition.ml 

Ii'S ." to . "R XHln, lmlt from 

we combine it with 

extreme to obtain 

character whose meaning is related to its 0'7111. 

~ ., t· 
~x, Xl an, . me 

the latter being the usual expression for limit in the mathematical sense. Some other examples of 

this construction are: 



;;y: f\~ ~~ ffl m 
shf d" bi'im hu'an 

.... .... 
duiyfng at ymgyong 

[express show] [act for exchange 1 [change exchange 1 [respond 1!se 1 [opposite respond] 

substitution transformation application corresponding 

characters may be combined for reasons which are no longer so relevant: 

~'lLt ttW: I?BJ ~ ~7J\' 

sh'u h~ sh'u wei len jllen 
[item document] [substinlte number] [letter number 1 [tiny fraction 1 [accumulate fraction] 

condition algebra function differential integral 

It GRAIVI1\1AJl 

The sl:ructme of Chinese is different from that of English, or other modem European 

~U"'&U"5'"'' with which tIle reader may be fam.il.iar. Consequently one cannot translate from Chinese 

into English on a word-for-word basis. It is necessary to consider the sentence as a whole 

or even a group of sentences, 

In particular, the distinction between different parts of between nouns 

and is not as dear-cut in Chinese as in English, Nevertheless our discussion of Chinese 

grammar will largely be based on parts of simply because they will be familar to the reader, 

On the other hand, since our concern is with translation from Chinese into English, we will not 

attempt to analyse all situations in which a particular construction may be used. It is enough to 

recognize the construction when one meets it 

Since we are concerned with the translation of mathematical articles, we do not 

discuss some topics - such as exclamations and ~ which win be met rarely. 

40 Nouns 

Nouns do not have different singular and plural fom1s in Chinese book, books). 

Whether a noun is singular or plural is either left unspecified or made clear by some additional 
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word. Thus a plural may be indicated by placing ~ xi"e; some before the noun or ~~ dou, all 

or both after the noun in a situation where their use is not demanded in English. An example is 

given in the final section on word order. 

New nouns may be formed by means of the agent suffix ~ jiil, -er (literally,jamily): 

shfr xuf jiil 

mathematician 

kexufjiil 

scientist 

They may also be formed by means of the prefixes =f zY, sub- (literally, child) and ¥ b'an, 

semi- or half-: 

=f~ =f 18fij =f£:fij ¥m ¥~-I!.,JE- ¥tRIt 
vJ v - .. - zY kong jian 

'\ / b'\ v " b'an zh~u ZIJI Zl qu Jlan ban yuan an wendmg 

subset subinterval subspace semi-circle semi-stable semi-axis 

Generality of a noun is expressed, in particular, by the adjectives 

any 

rhy} 

arbitrary 

as in the following examples: 

duh'enhf 

forany C 

- .'\ " h'\ yl qle Xl s u 

all coefficients 

v _ 

mouYl 

some, certain 

" / '\ " dUI yu ren yl 

for arbitrary x 

'\. '\ '" '\ zm ge lmyu 

-iJJ 
- .'\ yl qle 

all 

in each neighbourhood 

g'e 

each 

v - h'" mou yl Z 1 

v. _ 
melYl 

every 

some values (of) T 

/ v. - h""'\ cong mel yl Z 1 xlan 

from every [straight] line 
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Diversity may be expressed by the adjectives 

-It-~ ~9~ 
.( fa ifug w'ai q1 

other other 

[it he] 

as in the examples: 

.( - ./ h" q1 ta xmg s 1 

other forms 

yf hao 

opposite sign 

5 . Measure words 

-§}IJ :f[EJ 
bif ' / bu tong 

another different 

[not same] 

1" ,. ~ f"" mgwal~ang a 

other methods 

f"" d" ., ,an mgx1ang 

opposite orientation 

yf fan 

different opposite 

bi/ d h' ./ e e z engmmg 

another proof 

, / ., / 
bu tong de Xlang tu 

a different phase portrait 

A particular feature of Chinese is that a measure word is placed between a number and the 

noun it qualifies, and that many nouns have their own special measure words. Thus 

5* zhang 

are measure words for long thin objects and objects with flat two-dimensional surfaces respectively: 

liang ti~o xi'an 
[twoMWline] 

two lines 

" h- .( ., S1 Z ang pmg filan 

[four MW plane] 

four planes 



A measure word with a wider range of applications (mostly non-mathematical) is # jiin: 

~ .. '-. 
yl Jlun 

a matter 

However, by far the most commonly used measure word is ")f-' g'e: 

san g'e dian zh1 

three singular points at least one limit cycle 

twenty-drree problems at most two foci 

Orclinal numbers do not require a measure word; they are fomled frome the corresponding numerals 

by attaching the prefix '§g ctl: 

dJ: yT l'ei 

the first kind the second case 

dl sf xi'ang xifuI 

the fourth quadrant 

On the other ha.nd a measure word, deterrrnned by the corresponding noun, is used witi. 

the demonstratives 

',JI,- " l2S.. zhe, this 

as ill me examples: 

h'-. .. '-. h' z e Jliffi S 1 

me matter 

~~ nl, which?, what? 

'. .... .... 4' nage wen tl 

that problem which line? 



These demonstratives have a plural, formed by adding Jt.l::. xi"e: 

Jt ® zh'e xfe, these 1.IS ® n a xie-, those which?, what? 

However, xie acts as a measure word itself, and an additional measure word is not now required: 

zh'e xieshf 

these matters 

, ._, ,f 
naXle wen tl 

those problems 

yTxfezh"t yf 
some remarks 

It may be noted here that these demonstratives are converted into place words by adding 

'~FFf 'v II ~ me 11, here 

For example: 

zh' IV .. v h' e 1 Jla s e 

here (we) assume 

~~m na there ~~m nil: where 

,. ",v / h - .t 
Zal na 11 wang s uo mmg 

[in] there Wang explains 

More colloquial, but still acceptable, expressions are: 

zh'er, here, now 
, 

nar, then !VjB JL nar, where 

(Since the two characters are pronounced as a monosyllable, ~r is contracted to -r.) 

A measure word is also used with certain quantifiers, such as 

)l jY, afew, how many? J?f zheng, whole 



For example: 

.V '-= f'" J1 ge lang a 

several methods 

11 

.::m: 
I 

zM zh~ng zhang ping mik 
in (the) whole plane 

There are no words in Chinese corresponding to the English articles a and the. However, 

they are sometimes replaced respectively by the numeral - yT, one and the demonstratives 

nt zh'e, this or ~B nfL, as in the examples a matter and the matter above. 

The various personal pronouns are given in List 20. Unlike nO,(;IDS, they do have a plural 

fonn, namely the suffix ill men: 

v 
'110 

I 

v women 

we 

v 
m 

you(s.) 

1~il1 
v 

nl men 

you (pI.) 

Pronouns do not change according to case in Chinese (unlike he, him), but the particle Et:r de is 

placed after a pronoun to make it possessive: 

guan y~ fa de em c'e 

concerning his conjecture 

zfti ta de w~n zhong 

in her article 

ym wfi tii" de k'tn n~n 
because of its difficulty 

On the other hand, the pronoun ~ q f, which may refer to either persons or things, does 

not require ~ de to become possessive: 

,. .(,( , 
Zal ql 1m yu 

in its neighbourhood 



We note also the useful expression 1t if1 zhong, in which: 

'" h- h' f:-'u ql Z ong s u 

where (the) number D (is) negative 

A pronoun is made reflexive by placing after it § 2 zt jY: 

bi qu jian dao ta zi jY de li~ x'U bi'an hu'an 

[closed interv al to itself of continuous transfonnation] 

A continuous transformation of a closed interval into itself 

Pronouns are mainly used for persons in Chinese. When they are used for things it is 

generally for a grammatical reason, such as after a preposition. Moreover, pronouns cannot be 

qualified by a measure word or any other phrase. 

Where a pronoun would be used in English, to avoid repetition of a noun, it is often simply 

omitted in Chinese: 

rti guo you, bi w~i wen ding hu~ 
If exists, (it) must be (a) stable cycle 

However, a pronoun may be used to draw attention to the noun for which it stands. Thus in 

relative clauses the role of the English who or which is normally taken by the connecting particle 

B"J de, but it may be replaced by the appropriate personal pronoun for more emphasis: 

ji xi'k hu~n de n~i b'U bao h~ zufduoyTg~ ql dian tayTdi'ng shijiao dian 
[limit cycle of interior contain at most one singular point it must be focus 1 

The interior of a limit cycle contains at most one singular point, which is necessarily a focus. 



7 . The three de's 

A noun may be converted into an adjective by placing after it the particle ~ de or into an 

adverb by placing after it the particle ±&: de: 

" / yange 

rigour 

difficulty 

" / yan ge de 

rigorous 

k'Unn~de 
difficult 

.' " yan ge de 

rigorously 

k'Unn~nde 

with difficulty 

The same distinction between adjectives and adverbs is observed even when the corresponding 

noun is not the primitive concept: 

zhfjfe 

directness 

zhf jie de 

direct 

zhf jie de 

directly 

To save space the adjectival and adverbial particles are omitted in Oill: word lists, even 

though the translation given is an adjective or adverb. LA Chinese itself the particle is often omitted 

if the adjective or adverb h'1lli1ediately precedes the word h qualifies: 

** 1:rJ at ~ ~J~ 
k- .of 

al J1 bi qu xi'an of d'v ql Ian 

open set closed curve singular point 

~~ ~$ ~I=! 1£ ~ 
f'U sh'U shf b'U zh'eng h'Jlo 

complex number real part positive sign 



., .. , 
XlaJle 

lower bound 

dangen 

simple root 

gaojie 

higher order 

sh';J 

power series 

/ , .v 
zu gouxlao 

sufficiently small 

sh'ang xi'an 

upper limit 

chuzhl 

initial value 

, .... , v 
er Cl Xl tong 

quadratic system 

zhou qT jii; 

periodic solution 

.. , ., v d' 
JHillJill wen mg 

asymptotically stable 

y6u biM 

right side 

Y , 
zuoce 

left side 

.(, , b·-
ql Cl zuo lao 

homogeneous coordinates 

d/ l' b·' Ii' U 1 Ian ang 

independent variable 

chong y"?io ti~o ji'k 

necessary and sufficient condition 

[sufficient necessary condition] 

The particle B'1 de has other important roles. Its use in fonning possessive pronouns has 

already been noted. Similarly it may be used to connect two nouns with the meaning of, although 

the order of the nouns is that used in English with's rather than with of: 

de fifugf)l 

[example 2 - method] 

the method of Example 2 

div d 1,( , an e myu 

[point - neighbourhood] 

neighbourhood of a point 

bi'an sh'h de geng hu'an 

[variable - change] 

change of variables 

"b·- d ", illY zuo lao e yuan an 

[coordinate - origin] 

origin of coordinates 
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Nevertheless, ~ de is not required in many cases where otis used in English: 

/ v 
fiiilg cheng zu 

[equation system] 

system of equations 

.- .. - .. v 
Xlang Jlao Jlao 

[intersection angle] 

angle of intersection 

More generally, a noun phrase or relative clause which modifies a noun must precede it and 

be linked to it by the particle ~ de: 

v yu xiang jiao de guf xik 

[with L intersect - trajectory] 

the trajectories intersecting L 

v._ d/d' d - h .... yl Jmg e ao egongs 1 

[already obtain - formula] 

the formula (1) which we have already obtained 

- .- /. v ... ., h / d' .... .... v yl Xle mel YOUJl Xlan uan e er Cl Xl tong 

[some not have limit cycle - quadratic system] 

some quadratic systems without limit cycles 

Finally we note the alias forms ~ dt target and 1:& dt earth as in: 

§ ~ ma dt aim, purpose 
JJ.I. ~ .... 
J.U!. 7f dl fiiilg, place 

The third particle #f de is placed between a verb and its complement to indicate result, 

possibility or degree: 

,. kV v v d ' .... d' ym wel e yl qu e ren yl a 

Because C can be taken arbitrarily large 
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However, the alias forms ~ d~, obtain and ~ dei, must are no less common: 

~ ~ a,b ~ ~ a<x<b I)J.'& b-a<1 

" you 

Because of (1) (we) can obtain 

v v hVd" v.,( xuanqu s 1 e YlJl 

Choose a,b so that a<x<b and b-a<1 

v v v dV • v., ,( - fiii f'" suo yl wo men el Cal yong ql ta ang a 

Therefore we must adopt other methods 

8 . Comparison and degree 

Adjectives form the comparative with either ¥~ ji'ao or ]I[ g~ng, and the superlative 

.h EI " WIt ~ ZUl: 

"J' ¥~"J' Ji "J' 
.v .. , .v 

" .V Xlao Jlao Xlao ZUlXlao 

small smaller smallest 

~ ¥~~ Ji~ 
duo ji~oduo zu}duo 

many,much more most 

iff ]l[ff Jiff 
hao ' v genghao zu}hao 

good better best 

Besides its use in forming comparatives, ¥~ ji~o is often used in the less specific sense of 

quite, rather. Other adverbs which may be used to express degree are 

1x 
.v 
Jill zhY 
only only 

xiang dang po hen 

quite rather very, quite 

" Ieichang 

very 

shh 
.,( 

Jl 

very, extremely extremely 



For example: 

.v _ , 
Jill yl ge zhY you liang g'e 

only one only two 

.- d~ k' / xumg ang un nan 

quite difficult 

- f" / po _u za 

rather complicated 

hen you yong 

very useful 

/ / <' 
rei. chang rong yl de sh'en gao pln j1 xiao zhf 

very easily very high frequency minimum [value] 

'Vhen two objects are being compared in manner or degree, the preposition tr. bY 

substitutes for the English than. Ii: is placed between the two objects, and the second is followed 

by a description of the difference: 

zh'e yT jif guo bY de (g'eng)hao 
This result (is) better than (that) of [2]. 

However, tr. bY does not replace than in other situations: 

du"Oyti san g'e de zh'eng ge"n 

more than three positive roots 

Furthennore, tt bY is not used for negative comparisons. The construction in this case is 

illustrated by the counterpart of the previous example (the characters in brackets may be omitted): 

_l..." _ .. / v /. ( Y) d (" ) hY "He yl Jle guo mel you e na me ao 

This result is not as good as (that) of [2]. 
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9. Negatives 

The most common way of expressing negation is to put /F bft, not before the word or 

phrase it qualifies: 

bft d'eng 

un-equal 

/F i£t ... ffij li ... 
bftdk frqi'e 

not only ... but also ... 

, " buquan 

in-complete 

bft dfug j'l ten 

in-definite integral 

"" , ,( '" , , ran er zheng mmg Shl bu zheng que de 

However, the proof is not correct. 

Other adverbs which are used in place of /F bft in certain situations are 

7C. w~ * w~i ~~ lei 

For example: 

7C.$.ag 7C. ~t! ag *~:; ~~ ~ 'r£. 
w~ji~de w~xikde ,. zhn" weI I lang lei ., " elxlanxmg 

[not bounded] [not limited] [not know quantity] [not line property] 

unbounded infinite unknown (n.) nonlinear 

All verbs but one can be negated by /F bft. The verb 1f ybu, have or exist is exceptional 

in that it forms its negative only with ~i mfi. Either ~i mfi immediately precedes 1f ybu, or 

1f you is omitted and ~i mfi stands in its place: 

- v ~ h" ym CI lang c eng 

Hence equation 

". ( v ) h,( -mel you s I gen 

(3) does not have real roots. 
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Moreover Hi: m~i, with or without 11 you, can be used with another verb to deny completion of 

an action (like the English has not): 

d' zh' - diV /. v .. v h' - hV an e yl an mel youJle s 1 qmg c u 

But this point has not been explained clearly 

The negatives of verbs in situations involving aspect are discussed in Section 10. 

10. Verbs 

Verb forms in Chinese do not change according to whether the subject is singular or plural: 

1tl!.11 tayou, he has 1tl!.1111f ta men you, they have 

Verb forms also do not change according to tense. The same sentence may represent past, present 

or future action: 

v h' h' / .. -wo SIS U xue Jla 

I am a mathematician 

Poincare I: ~?!f. ~ 
h' h' / .. -S IS uxueJla 

Poincare was a mathematician 

If the meaning is not sufficiently clear from the context, a time word or phrase may be inserted: 

v, v v//,/, 
yl hou wo men xuan ze he Shl chang shu 

Mterwards we (shall) choose a suitable constant 

On the other hand, various aspect markers may be placed before or after the verb to relate the 

time of action to the matter under discussion. The following three particles are placed after the 

verb: 

7 Ie, 

• zhe, 

'4 , II guo, 

to indicate completed action 

to indicate action in progress 

to indicate experienced action 
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For example: 

" .. - 1 h" d' yanJHl e z e wen tl 

Poincare studied this problem 

v ,. "h h- " wo zru xue z e Z ong guo 

I am learning Chinese [talk] 

ta q"O. gu"O beijmg 

He has been (to) Beijing 

Another way of indicating action in progress is to place:t:E zili before the verb: 

- (zh' )" . / .. - h' " " d' ta eng zm yan J1U z e ge wen t1 

She is studying this problem 

We may think of a sentence in Chinese containing i1 gu"O as answering a question in 

English containing the word ever. Often -r Ie will correspond to the English -ed, and i" zhe 

and :tE z'ai will correspond to the English But it is important to note that whether an action 

is completed or in progress depends on the internal world of the discourse, rather than the external 

world of the speaker: 

'" v " ,(,/ "v.v" -,( dmg h de zheng mmg wan Ie zhThou, wo men JU h shuo mmg 

[theorem of proof finished after, we example illustrate 1 

After we have finished t..'1e proof of the theorem, we will illustrate it with examples. 
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ill negative statements the constructions are different and depend on the aspect 

an affirmative statement of the fon'11 has a negative counterpart of the form 

) ~, m~i (you) -

v 
you 

-tr::: ' .,:± -, zai-

where - represents the verb and (you) denotes that the inclusion of is optional. For example: 

fa menye 
VV\' ".( , 

youkaolu zhegeqmgkuang 

Tney too did not consider this case 

- /. , "bv ,,-ta mel quguo elJmg 

He has not been (to) Beijing 

It should be noted that the particle Ie may also be placed at the end of a sentence to 

signal a changed state of affairs or to indicate a past event (rather than completed action), and that 

II gub can also mean over or pass. Moreover 1± z'iii can also mean exist, especially in the 

combination ff 1± 
List 4). 

z'ai, and at or in, especially in many phrases denoting position (see 

Many nouns in Chinese serve equally as verbs: 

~ ~ 

ft~ ~~ ffl tt~ ~;;p ,\3, 

biao shl: d'ai hu'an bi'an hu1in '. "- zht yl: ymg yong 

representation substitution transformation application remark 

express substitute vary apply take note of 
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Verbs can also be formed from nouns and adjectives by adding the suffix it hUll, corresponding 

to the English - ize or -ify: 

zhhg guT hUll 

normalize 

jian hUll 

simplify 

Finally we mention that sometimes when a verb is followed both by a direct object and an 

adverbial phrase the verb is repeated after the direct object. 

11. Some important verbs 

The verb -£ sh}, be has a more restricted use in Chinese than in English. It is not used as 

an auxiliary verb (as in I am studying or it was shown), and is generally omitted when the predicate 

is an adjective or adjectival phrase: 

",( v,/ 
dan zheng mmg hen kun nan 

but the proof very difficult 

- "'" /,( zhong de Xl shu bu deng yu hng 

[in which of coefficient not equal 10 zero] 

/" , , "0", 
ran er lun zheng wu Xlao 

However, the demonstration invalid 

where the coefficient of A is not equal to zero 

j1 zhl xi'an y'UjT len qu xi'an xiang qie 

i.e. the straight line and the integral curve (are) tangent to one another 

On the other hand, it is used when the predicate is a noun: 

/ div h.... h- - dOV yuan an S 1 Z ong XIll Ian 

the origin is a centre 

/ v 
ru guo Sh .... l d d.... o.v h/ h' e 1 J1an an s u 

[if be of decreasing function] 

if f(x) is a decreasing function of x 
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It is also used for affirmation or emphasis when the predicate is not a noun: 

h' Vh'b' v / de Z e ye s 1 u ke neng 

This also is impossible 

, , ,/ , 
lun zheng Shl rong yl de 

The demonstration is an easy one 

The emphatic use of ~ sh} is similar to the English do (as in he did go): 

v , ". / gul dao Shl weI yu 

the trajectory L does lie in G 

Unlike other verbs, -£ sh} is used without aspect particles and is negated only by -:f bft. 

The basic meaning of -£ sh} is (it) is true that, rather than (it) exists. In fact it can also be used 

as an adjective, co"ect or right. 

Existence is more commonly rendered by the verb ::(if you. In particular, it can begin a 

sentence, corresponding to the English there is (or are): 

v b' v., h 'c::: .. - ., h / ,. / div h- /. you I gul Xl an uo ~enJIe Xlan uan Zal yuan an Z ou weI 

There is a closed trajectory or a separatrix cycle surrounding the origin 

The other basic meaning of ::(if you, have or possess, is illustrated by the examples: 

v c::: h/ v liv ,.( div CI ~ang c eng you ang ge qi an 

this equation has two singular points 

-., v ., Ii' , h' ta JU you Xla e xmg Z I 

it possesses the following properties 

It has already been mentioned that the negative of ::(if you is formed with ~~ mfi. 
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The flexibility of Chinese is illustrated by ¥ y).o. It can be either a verb, want or need, or 

an adjective, important: 

zh6ng y).o de shu 

an important book 

y "" .t ""'..-wo men yao zhengmmg zhe bu ke neng de 

We want to show (that) this (is) impossible 

It can also be used as a conjunction, if, and it can serve to indicate the near future, like the English 

going to: 

.t ... ", '''''_ "' ...... ql Cl wo men yao tao lun ta de wen dmg xmg 

Next we are going to discuss its stability. 

In fact the previous example admits the alternative interpretation We are going to show .... 

The verbs of motion 

come 
" qu 

go 

d).o 

arrive 

v 
zou 

leave 

.... 
Jm 

enter 

chu 

exit 

also have several other meanings. In particular, ~IJ d).o, to can serve as a preposition. Other 

verbs which can serve as prepositions are 

1£ ~ ... I=t xt ~& 
,. v. du} gen zru gel 

exist give answer follow 

at, in to, for to with 

12. Auxiliary verbs 

Main verbs are preceded by such auxiliary verbs as 
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~~ 1: m 3 
/ 

hui yThg dang neng 

can be able to should 

§~ ~ "6f1)) m~ 
/ , 

k~yY yThg gru. neng gou 

be capable of may ought to 

For example: 

/ v / ,/ v 
ru C1 fiihg cheng bu neng you 

Thus equation (3) cannot have 

/ .v,,(., h / b" /. /. -er q1e J1 X1an uan 1 we1 we1 y1 

Moreover (the) limit cycle must be unique 

~ 
d~i 

must 

£~~Yi 

bi xu 

have to 

-¥ ~;E Jif 1:}~ ~ 
b' vd" h/ h"·- han wen mg uan U1 X1ao s 1 

a semi-stable cycle may disappear 

shou xian yThg gru. zh~ yi 

First (it) should (be) observed 

We note that "6f k~ is used both as a verb, can and as a prefix (like the English suffix -able): 

:v ./ v , 
fang qlan ke zheng 

As before (we) can prove 

liAn x'U ke wei hAn sh~ 
continuously differentiable function 

13. Conditional statements 

Conditional sentences typically begin with such words as 

sh~ 

suppose 

.. v 
Jla 

assume 

/ v 
ruguo 

if 

, 
roo 

if 

dang 

when, if 

_/ 
SU1ran 

although 

chti fei 

unless 
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For example: 

,( " I' I / 1" ., 1" ./ •. , ql Cl 5 Ie C lcng I XHt Ie Uao JIWl 

[",ex! suppose Inold following conditionj 

Suppose next that the following conditions hold 

" ". "V. ruo ZUI gal 
/. 

wei 
,,/ , 

dan reng she 
/ 

ze 

xi'an z'ai jia sh~ 

Now assume n ;I; 0 

If (we) change A < [Ito A > B, out still assume m < 0, then 

/ v / ...... .. , 
HI guo CUll zal, JIU d" /.-II1g wei yl 

If exists, lthenl (it is) necessarily unique 

SUI "I' ,(. v .. v ge Z H:ng mlilg .Hon jlail 

Although this proof (is) very concise, [still] (it is) dear 

I / - - 1,( ., •. v 1- I" v., 
C I U I el gal Z H XHIll "en s lcn S 11 gUI Xlall 

l unless should .iIaight line i~,clf be i.raje<,;lory J 

unlcss the su"aight line is itself a trajectory 

14. Questions 

dailg qie jlll dang 

if and only if 

For confirmatory questions, i.e. questions requiring only a yes or no answer, the particle 

~ ma may be placed at the end of a sentence to make it interrogative: 

I "b" , ./ .. , I" v 1- = d Z Ie I yao tuw Jlan S II ye c lOng len e ma 

I u.i. necessary COildili,," be also sufficient - j 

Is this necessary condition also sufficient? 
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Confinnatory questions may also be asked by placing the negative form of a verb immediately next 

to its affirmative form: 

... ... ... , ...,( .v 
yl yl Shl bu Shl mmg Xlan de 

[meaning be not be clear] 

Is the meaning clear? 

This construction is sinlilar to the English The meaning is clear, isn't it? 

For disjunctive questions, i.e. questions asking either ... or ... ?, the two options are 

connected by kE ~ h~ sh}, or. The answer is given by simply repeating one of the options. 

In information questions, when pronouns and adverbs such as 

'.e: ,( 1(i shU!, who? tr.z. sh~n me, what? IW~ JL n"ar, where? Jl jY, how many? 

are used interrogatively, they are put in the place of the word giving the answer: 

I} Z1 sh} sh~n me 

[example be what] 

What is an example? 

[equation has how many solutions] 

How many solutions does the equation have? 

The non-interrogative meanings are slightly different: 

'.e: ,( 1(i shU!, whoever it.z. sh~n me, or whatever 19j~ JL n"ar, wherever Jl jl, afew 

The replacements for the English who and what in relative clauses have already been considered in 

Sections 6 and 7. For reference we include here also 

v 
zen me 

how? 

w~ish~nme 
why? 

sh~n me shf h'Ou 

when? 
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Chinese often uses an active mode of expression, where the passive voice is preferred in 

English (cf. this sentence). A common replacement for the passive is the topic-comment 

construction, in which the object is placed at the beginning of the sentence, in the position normally 

reserved for the subject 

zh' .- , ,( .. v d/ 1 e Xle wen U Jle a 'e 

[as for !hese problems (topic), they have been solved (comment)] 

These problems have been solved 

However, a genuine passive construction is the use of ~ b'ei, placed after the recipient of 

the action and before the agent (if the latter is not omitted): 

b~i ch~n zhong w~i tUlguang 

[!his result - Chen Zhong-wei generalize] 

This result was generalized Chen Zhong-wei 

At one time ~ b'ei was used only in situations of adversity, but this restriction is disappearing, 

Sometimes one of the following is used in place of ~ b'ei: 

call r'!ing, let 

Another passive construction is w~i, followed by m sub: 

~." 
~ 

, d ,J v v ,I. 
SI e Jle guo ye wel sub d~ d'ao 

[similar result also - [4] - obtain] 

A similar result was also obtained in [4], 
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16. Word oltaer 

A sentence in Chinese often begins with a word or phrase which provides a framework for 

it. We have encountered examples involving some of the time adverbs 

1§f7t:; IJ.l.:t:E A 
'7 

shou xi'"iill 
., '.. 

Xlall zal 

first now now 

and some of the lir.tldng words 

/ .v 
er qle 

/ / 
ran er 

moreover however but 

'if ,. 
Cl wal 

" , 
btl guo 

in addition nevertheless but 

1t'./,-p 
" 1/\ 

.f "-
qI Cl 

next 

v 
Cl 

thus 

y~m 

thus 

t.~f§ 

r~n h'Cm 

then 

_ v 

ymcl 

hence 

t' 
yu 

$* :;;5 53 'if ~JIT 

h'Ou l~ zulh6u 
....... 

ZUlJ1n 

later finally recently 

- ,. 
ymwel w~ile " you 

because in order to again 

v v / 
you suo yl 

/ 
ze 

consequently since therefore then 

Some other common initial phrases are 

3 M .tt~ , , /" ~p 19~~o !t$~IJ I5J * r-iii 
dang ran 

,f ,f .<' l~ rti t~ bif " 
, ., ., 

ql Shl J1 tong yang :Kia lTIlall 

of course in fact that is for example in particular similarly in the following 

.fim ~~~..t N ~tT tlil ~-jJiii 
.v .. ' h""'" h' 

,. v v - .' I'ing yI"fifug mi'an XlallJum s 1 jl S allg zal yexu genJu 

obviously actually again perhaps according to on the other hand 

Conditional sentences may begin with one of the words discussed in Section 13. 
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The other main way in which a sentence may begin is with its topic - what the sentence is 

about. The topic is often the subject of the sentence, but not invariably. (Indeed the subject is 

sometimes omitted). However, we may regard subject-verb-object as the standard word order, 

especially in complex sentences. Sometimes, in order to make a stronger statement, the object is 

placed before the verb and this may be signalled by placing immediately before the object the 

preposition An example of this construction appeared in Section 10. 

As a general rule, the 'modifier' precedes the 'modified'. Thus both adjectives and 

demonstratives precede the noun they as we have seen in Section 7, noun phrases 

and relative clauses, that in English would be formed with who or which, always come before the 

main noun and are linked to it the particle ~ de. Again, negative words such as /F 
precede the word or phrase !hey negate; a word or phrase placed before the negative is not 

negated. Similarly an adverb precedes !he verb or adjective it qualifies, and the main verb is 

preceded an auxili.ary verb. An exception to the general rule of this paragraph is that it!, 

too and 1i~ dOll, all refer to 11 preceding noun phrase: 

v 
yu xfang j1'io de guf ;rj),n don cf,ng fa de 

[with C intersect IYa jeclory Illi from h. exterior cross ils interior] 

(:.>11) the t1r",,,,rtnr,,,,,, intersecting C cross from its exterior to its interior 

Adverbs which describe the manner in which the subject carries out an activity are placed after the 

subject and before the verb: 

1, d d/ d" / - d .J v 1 e e ao Ie tong yl e Jle guo 

Li [7] obtained !he same result independently. 

Another feature of Chinese is that two or more clauses may be juxtaposed without anything 

to indicate the relation between them. In such a case the clauses are regarded as parts of one 

inclusive entity. For example: 
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/ '" '" ''''.<' 'v '" he bmg zhl ge Shl Jl de bu deng Shl 

Combining the (various) formulas (1)-(3), we at once obtain the inequality. 

1'" .<' k' hI Jl an c u 

[use this f011llula compute immediately see be saddle point] 

Using this formula to compute D, we see immediately that M is a saddle. 

Our concluding example is intended to show that we have learnt much, but not all: 

"'h 'zh' "'d- /. zh' h<' <'div h/ /. b' v d'" d ZUl ou U yl ang weI eng s 1 qt an c eng wet u wen mg e 

Finally we note that, when a is positive, the singular point becomes unstable 

ym zhI" ~r ch u xik yI" g~ jf xik hu~ 
and (so) a limit cycle appears. 

'" v , b'" dmg It zheng 1 

The theorem is completely proved. 


